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THE ENGINE ROOM: ALL WORKING PARTS IN GOOD ORDER  
 
by Gail Brennan/John Clare 
________________________________________________________ 
 
[The Engine Room trio performed at the Strawberry Hill Hotel on September 18, 
1990. This review of the performance appeared in the Sydney Morning Herald on 
September 22, 1990.] 
 

he number of musicians in attendance when The Engine Room plays is usually 
high, but on Tuesday night they must have made up the bulk of the 
audience. There were manifold points of interest. The trio will be playing with 

two visiting Russians at the Manly Jazz Carnival and the Strawberry Hill and Real 
Ale Cafe next month. Therefore, their two appearances this month are important 
warm-ups. Further, the bassist chosen to replace Steve Elphick (who is in Europe) is 
only 20 and, incidentally, a woman.  
 
Pianist/saxophonist/composer Roger Frampton and drummer John Pochée have 
developed one of those special musical relationships that are at the heart of jazz 
creativity. They paid bassist Nicki Parrott the ultimate compliment of easing up not 
one notch in their all-out, risk-taking approach. At times the cross rhythms 
mounted until the music seemed to lift off the beat and hurtle past like the 
complicated jib of a crane being towed at high speed close to one's window. Parrott's 
eyes screwed shut and popped open. She bit her lip. She held her place. As well as 
anyone could, that is. 
 

 
 
The Engine Room with their temporary bassist, 20-year-old Nicki Parrott (behind). 
In front are drummer John Pochée (left), and pianist/saxophonist Roger Frampton 
(right)… 
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The form did slide around a bit, as it must with a band like this, unless they are 
playing at least twice a week. 
 
In the second set, Frampton played the sopranino saxophone — on Monk's Well, You 
Needn't - in such a rocketing manner, with curious Eastern scales snaking away and 
rejoining the time and tonality at the last instant, that an enthusiast at the back of the 
room began screaming like a sinner being saved in a church in Harlem. 
 
Not only did Parrott keep her place here, but she augmented Pochée's drum patterns 
until the two seemed to play with one mind. It wasn't until the final set, however, that 
she adjusted her amplifier to remove a certain boominess and thus do justice to her 
articulation. 
 

 
 
The two Russian musicians who will perform with The Engine Room during the 
following month: trumpeter Alexander Fisher (left) and the pianist Daniel 
Kramer… 
 
The brilliance of Frampton and Pochee's playing — particularly in the second set — 
was beyond description. When circumstances are right, the talent, commitment and 
experience of musicians such as these manifest themselves in a unique force. 
If one begins to sound mystical about it, it is because it is hard not to feel that way 
when it happens. 
 
When combined with youthful talent of a high order — who knows, but sinners might 
be saved. 
 


